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Years ago, I attended a high school play. 
  It was well done—the cast was on a roll.  
 The first act sailed by effortlessly. 
  The play was a comedy--and every funny line evoked  
       rich laughter from the audience.   
But, in the middle of the second act... 
   ...one of the actors forgot his lines. 
 You could see on his face that he knew it was his turn to speak, 
      but he COULDN’T find the words. 
 
Everybody became so anxious... 
 ...The director was just about the whisper the line to him,  

when suddenly, he spoke. 
 
What he said was NOT a line from the script. 
 
In his anxiety, he just made something up--but at least he spoke. 
 NOT ONLY that, but what he said happened to be FUNNY-- 
     --and the audience roared with laughter. 
 Everybody on-stage relaxed--they had gotten past a bad spot. 
 
UNFORTUNATELY, the forgetful actor heard  
    the laughter of the audience and LIKED IT… 
       …so he made up another line. 
This one, too, was funny...NOT as funny as the first line,  

but the audience chuckled. 
  So the actor made up another line, 
      and another, 
      and then another. 
 
The other actors were trying to respond to him, but they couldn’t. 
 He was out of control now,  
  improvising whatever came into his head. 
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The play disintegrated… 
 

* * * * * * * * * *  
 
In the 15th chapter of Luke, 
 Jesus offers a parable about a lost sheep,  
      then a lost coin, 
      and then a lost child. 
 
At the beginning of the parable that begins “a father had two sons”— 
   --the younger child decides to IMPROVISE on his life. 
 
What led the younger son into that kind of TEMPTATION? 
 
…We’re NOT talking about a temptation to indulge in too much pastry, 

or fall prey to a round of gossip. 
This temptation was to make up his own lines for his life. 
The temptation – like Jesus’ temptation in the wilderness –  
    --was to depart from God’s script for our life. 

  
* * * * * * * * * *  

 
Jesus’ temptations were especially strong-- 
    --clustered about the subject of HIS DEATH. 
That’s a contrast to the “prodigal son” in the parable 
   who appears to be tempted by a different kind of LIFE. 
    A life of escape, 
    A life free from discipline or accountability. 
 
 In fact, it appears that the younger son feared 
   that he was slowly DYING in the life he had been given. 
 He was WRONG, of course, 
  because the younger son saw both DEATH and LIFE 
     through a cracked lens of fear and escape. 
 
How early in his life Jesus thought of his DEATH--we do NOT know. 

The gospel writers place the thought of his death QUITE early. 
 
There was an attempt on his life when he was still an infant 

 by Herod the Great, 
 And though that attempt was foiled-- 
  --the reader knows that SOMEBODY will try again. 
        [Matthew, chapter 2] 
 
"Why don't your disciples fast?" 
 "Oh, you don't fast at a party, but the time will come  
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   when the bridegroom is taken away from them..." 
         [Mark, chapter 2] 
 
"And old Simeon took the baby, 
  held him in his arms, and said to Mary his mother-- 
     "Because of this child, a sword will pierce your heart." 
         [Luke, chapter 2] 
 
"Destroy this temple and I'll build it again in three days. 
     He spoke of the temple of his body..." 
         [John, chapter 2] 
 

* * * * * * * * * *  
Quite early in the GOSPELS…but how early in Jesus’ life? 
 
 There is NO evidence that he had a death wish, 
     that he went IN SEARCH of a cross. 
  We don't have here some brooding Hamlet— 
      --always looking for the sepulcher. 
 
In Jesus’ life, we see NONE of the recklessness 
   and disregard for true, anchored life 
      that we see in the parable… 
 
In fact, the gospel records give every indication  
     that Jesus tried to avoid death. 
 
EVEN JOHN, whose Jesus is almost untouchable, says: 
  "And he withdrew, for his hour had not yet come..." 
      ...He TRIED to hold onto his life-- 
 --but the time came when he accepted what lay before him. 
 
When Carl Sandberg was still CHARLES Sandberg— 
     --before he changed his name to CARL, 
      he wrote a little poem--little known-- 
  --and I don't know if he addressed it to himself, 
       or addressed it to JESUS: 
 
"Take up your cross and walk the thorn way 
 And if a sponge of vinegar be passed you on a spear, 
 Take that too.  Souls are made of endurance. 
 God knows." 
 

* * * * * * * * * *  
 
However he came to it--sooner, later-- 
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the thought of giving his life in an effective way  
     impressed itself upon Jesus-- 

  --but he found it very difficult to talk about with his friends. 
 
Don’t miss the contrast: 
 the younger son TAKES his life for himself, 
     and ends up starting face to face with DEATH. 
 Jesus offers to give himself over to DEATH…so there can be LIFE. 
 
Mark says Jesus withdrew with away from the crowds— 
    --when he FIRST brought up the subject. 
 
The REACTION he got was NOT one of silence, 
 as is customary with US when the subject of DEATH is raised. 
 
It's HARD to bring up the subject of making a will.... 
    ...what a silence falls over the house:   
       "Oh no, no, DON'T talk of that..." 
 
When Jesus mentioned DEATH--he did NOT meet silence, 
      INSTEAD, Peter THUNDERED: 
 
 "NO!  This will never happen to you! 
  You are not going to die! 
  We will SURVIVE! 
   There is a way to survive--you will survive!" 
 
They were SCREAMING--Jesus screaming at Simon Peter, 
     and Simon Peter screaming at Jesus. 
 
Of course Peter screamed! 
  You can't accept the fact of death like that. 
 What good is a dead Jesus? 
 LIFE is the thing--the tenacity of life. 
 

* * * * * * * * * *  
LIFE is a tenacious thing. 
I remember where I first learned that. 
 I was a boy, maybe 10 years old, on my grandfather's farm. 
 I remember I had a hoe in my hand on a hot summer day— 
       --and I came upon a snake. 
 
I didn't take time to think about the KIND of snake it was— 

--snakes were snakes... 
  ...in my semi-terror, I took the hoe and killed the snake. 
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At least, I THOUGHT I killed the snake, but I had not. 
    Chop--chop--chop--the snake wouldn't die. 
 
I went to my grandfather and said, "I killed a snake, but it won't die." 
 And he said, "You'll have to take the snake 
  and hang it on the fence, and it will die at sundown." 
 
I didn't know snakes didn't die until sundown. 
  I took the snake and hanged it on a fence, 
   and the rest of the day--I looked toward the fence 
      and the tail of the snake continued to move— 
       --haunting me with LIFE... 
 

* * * * * * * * * *  
 
When Jesus said, "I will be killed," 
   NO WONDER Simon Peter screamed in his face  
        "NO!  We can survive!" 
 
But, in Peter’s understandable, tempting reaction— 
   --Peter was attempting to improvise… 
    …to re-write God’s script for Jesus’ life. 
 
In that bitter exchange, Jesus FINALLY said,  
  "Hush--no more of this. 
   You represent the tempter. 
   Get behind me… 
     …this voice that insists on survival above ALL! 
 
"In fact, you're WRONG about me, Simon Peter. 
 In fact, you're WRONG about yourself-- 
   --because the church that follows me  
      must ALSO take up the cross..." 
 
…With one hand, Jesus took his own cross, 
 with the OTHER--he handed a cross to the church, 
 and followers of Jesus have said with Simon Peter ever since-- 
   "No, no--we can survive! 
    We know ways to survive--we can survive! 
 

* * * * * * * * * *  
 
We are always TEMPTED to make Jesus into something he is NOT. 
 
 Jesus is NOT…a therapist; 
 He is NOT…a project manager, 
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   nor a life coach, 
   nor a cheerleader, 
   nor an information specialist, or a guru. 
 
Jesus is who Peter said he was: 
   “He is the Messiah, God’s chosen one. 
    Jesus is the HOPE of the world.” 
 
And that HOPE comes at great cost— 

--God’s love is a love borne of sacrifice. 
And THAT is the problem for Peter— 

--NO ONE wants to get to HOPE that way! 
 --No one wants to hear about SIN and SACRIFICE, 
    about the DEMANDS of the Gospel, 
    about LOVING the UNLOVELY. 
     About putting Jesus above principles, 
         above family, 
         above tradition, 
         even above religion— 
 
Our temptation is the Prodigal’s temptation— 
   --take our life into our own hands; 
   --re-write God’s script to make it easier to swallow. 
 
Recently, a church in Kentucky  
  began giving away free steak dinners…and guns… 
   …to encourage “un-churched young rednecks” 
       to come to church and accept Jesus. 
 
One disapproving neighboring pastor commented: 
    “Can you picture Jesus giving away guns?”1 
 
We are always TEMPTED to make Jesus into something he is NOT.  
   Peter’s temptation was to put SURVIVAL above all, 
     even above the call and purpose of Jesus. 
 
Peter’s temptation is apt to be ours as well: 
  --to avoid the hard road when an easier looks enticing; 
  --to settle for the pallid imitation of hope, 
      when REAL HOPE is just too costly… 
 
…and the Prodigal discovered in the far country— 
  --that approach can lead us to LOSE ourselves 
       and be far, far away from God. 
       

* * * * * * * * * *  
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It was the hardest thing in the world for Peter to say to Jesus:   
“you will die.” 

The church has NEVER been able to pronounce that:  "Jesus is dead!" 
 Even on that awful Saturday,  
  the church could not say, "Jesus is dead." 
       They thought up stories:   
 
 "You know, the one they REALLY crucified was the one 
     CARRYING the cross--Simon of Cyrene-- 
     --that's the one they REALLY crucified." 
 
 "Do you know that sponge they passed to Jesus on the cross? 
      It was a plan. 
      It had a drug in it. 
       --then they would revive him later. 
 
      Jesus didn't die! 
      No, Jesus! Survival is the word!" 
 
But there is something FAULTY in the thinking that says  
    the death of Jesus is the LIFE of the world, 
  but then says that the DEATH of the church 
       is the END of the world… 
 

* * * * * * * * * *  
 
What I do know is— 
 --at every place, in most every church--large and small--  
 --pressure is put on you and me-- 
 --to have NUMBER ONE on the agenda--survival at any cost. 
 
   It is the TEMPTATION of survival at any cost 
   that robs disciples like Peter back then, 
   that misled the Prodigal then, and you and me NOW 
    of the possibility of REAL HOPE,  
      grounded in God’s costly love. 
 
When this happens to us here—when we hear the cries for survival, 
  the pressure to fit in and go along, 
  the pressure to think that by GRINNING  
       you can make it EASTER. 
  
 WHEN you feel those pressures, 
    I hope you will hear Jesus' voice: 
      "Get behind me tempter. 
       Take up your cross. 
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       You must give your life." 
 
Our temptation…is often the younger son’s— 
    --too TAKE our life into our own hands. 
 
 To think we can manage what is “ours” better than God. 
 To conceive plans for our lives that are, in fact,  
     escapes from God’s plans for our life. 
 
It never occurred to the younger son that his vocation… 
        …was to GIVE his life. 
  That call to GIVE our life rarely occurs to us…  
 

* * * * * * * * * *  
 
What does that mean--"GIVE YOUR LIFE?"    
 
I think it means to be willing to empty your pockets  
      for somebody else's children. 
I think it means to treat as mother and father those  
    who are NOT really your mother and father. 
 
I think it means to claim as a sister 
   those who you do not know, who are not “your kin.” 
I think it means to call as a brother those who you don’t even recognize. 
 
I think it means to reach out and TOUCH untouchable people— 
       --as far as our society is concerned. 
I think it means to sit at table with people who live far outside  
     the tight social circle of some of your friends. 
         Break bread together. 
 
It means to witness for Jesus Christ  

even though such action can cause awkward silence 
   and embarrassed glances around the room… 
 
It means reaching out—in TRUST, 
    and RESPECT 
    and GENTLENESS— 
 --to those who express their faith in God 
   (OR are struggling to EXPRESS their faith in God) 
     in ways that YOU find difficult to recognize… 
 
What does it mean to "GIVE YOUR LIFE?" 
 
It means being an ADVOCATE--being an advocate to speak the gospel 
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      in all its richness and AMBIGUITY— 
   --as though something were at stake. 
 
I think it means to hold fast to GOD’S SCRIPT for our lives, 
      and for our community –  
--even in face of the powers of popularity, 
      political expediency, 
      bullying power grabs, 
      or conventional wisdom 
       that try to smother that script. 
 

* * * * * * * * * *  
 
And if you go that way—the temptation – as Peter knew well –  
  --will be to try to make Jesus into something he is NOT. 
 The temptation will be to IMPROVISE a different script. 
 
If we actually seek to GIVE OUR LIFE for the Gospel, 
 there will be those in our church and all around who will say-- 
   "Look, this is suicide.   
    We're losing.   
     This is suicide!" 
 
And you'll have to decide whether it is SUICIDE--or giving you life. 
         Who can say? 
 
That little poem of Charles Sandberg--Carl Sandberg-- 
  --I don't think he addressed it to Christ, NOR to himself-- 
  --I think he addressed it to the CHURCH: 
 
"Take up your cross and walk the thorn way 
And if a sponge of vinegar be passed you on a spear, 
Take that too.  Souls are made of endurance. 
God knows." 
 
Amen. 
 
 

1 “Bad Week For…Holy Bribery” The Week, March 14, 2014 
                                                 


